Can the average drift of an ensemble of charged particles in Earth's plasma sheet still be described by adiabatic theory even if many particles in the ensemble execute non adiabatic motion? This is part of a broader spectrum of questions which asks if chaotic microscopic processes can be parameterized as macroscopic ones when ensemble averaged. Through a comparison of numerical test particle simulations with adiabatic theory we show that the average particle drift speed of an appropriately chosen ensemble of nonrelativistic particles, including those executing chaotic and Speiser 1965 Speiser , 1967 motion, is given correctly by the simple adiabatic guiding-center drift formula. We further show that the dispersion of particles about the mean drift speed tends to decrease due to the presence of chaotic particle scattering. These conclusions are demonstrated for tail-like magnetic elds B(x; z), including a non zero y component. The presence of an electric eld does not change the conclusions provided that E=B is small compared to the total velocity of an individual particle. Thus we have shown that a standard way of representing particle transport in the middle magnetosphere, namely, the formalism describing average drift in a ux tube lled with an isotropic particle distribution, remains a useful theoretical description for the central plasma sheet, despite the presence of non adiabatic particle motion.
Introduction
One goal of space plasma theory is to accurately model plasma dynamics in the magnetosphere with the simplest set of equations possible. In many regions, the single uid picture of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is su ciently accurate to describe plasma bulk ow as well as the changes in magnetic eld. However, the MHD picture is unreliable in the inner part of the magnetosphere, including the inner plasma sheet, because the particles do not behave as a single uid. The next simplest formalism, which has traditionally been used for that region, involves representing the motion of particles by their adiabatic drift velocities. When the magnetic eld varies slowly with respect to a gyration period, the gyration motion of a particle may be averaged out. The remaining particle guiding center motion consists of motion along the magnetic eld plus a nonrelativistic drift perpendicular to B. When the drift is slow compared to the particle's thermal velocity and time variations in E and B are slow, then the equation for the perpendicular drift motion of the guiding-center position X is dominated by three terms known as the E B, gradient, and curvature drift terms: where the magnetic eld's radius of curvature R c is de ned by R c =R 2 c (b r)b, the rst adiabatic invariant, mv 2 ? =(2B), and the cyclotron frequency, qB=m. The rst adiabatic invariant is conserved to high accuracy if the eld experienced by the particle changes weakly in one cyclotron period Northrop, 1963] .
One can analytically model the ux of an ensemble of particles in the magnetotail by imposing some additional assumptions about the nature of individual particle motion there. Particles in Earth's inner magnetosphere bounce within a magnetic ux tube between the southern and northern hemispheres just as if they were in a large magnetic bottle. If the drift trajectory in the parallel momentum and coordinates along the eld line change weakly in one bounce period, then the particle trajectory in the phase plane of parallel momentum p k and the coordinate s along the magnetic eld change slowly during a bounce period, b H ds=v k , then the action integral, J = H p k ds, is an additional invariant. Sonnerup 1971] extended the applicability of the rst invariant to regions of a magnetic eld reversal. Zelenyi et al. 1988 ] extended the second invariant to < 1.
One can also combine the gradient and curvature drift terms of (1). A particularly useful form of this combined drift equation is averaged over the bounce period of a particle's motion. The bounce averaged gradient-curvature drift equation can be derived by direct integration of (1), (as in the work by Northrop and Teller 1960] or Roederer 1970, Appendix II] for a special case) or from energy principles as applied to an isotropic distribution as in the work by Wolf 1983] . In these derivations, one nds that the gradient-curvature drift may be written in terms of the spatial gradient of the particle's kinetic energy, E K ( ; J; X). The drift of a particle, perpendicular to the magnetic eld, averaged over a bounce path then becomes hv ? i b = B rE K ( ; J; X)
where the subscript b indicates a bounce averaging. For instance, if one keeps track of a particle as it crosses the equatorial (z = 0) plane, the net drift in this plane due to gradient, curvature, and E B effects is described by this equation. By averaging over a bounce period, one greatly reduces the amount of information necessary to track a particle's motion in the magnetotail. However, (2) is often di cult to use because E K ( ; J; X) can be expressed analytically only in a few special cases (see Huang and Birmingham 1994] for one such case). A particularly convenient drift equation exists for the case where the distribution of particles is nearly isotropic. The formula for the average drift of an ensemble of particles associated with a ux tube is hv GC i b;e = E K V 2=3 B rV ?2=3 qB 2 (3)
where the ux tube volume V R ds=B(s). The subscript e indicates that the velocity is ensemble averaged. A major aim of this paper is to demonstrate that (3) is valid for a wider range of conditions than had previously been thought. However, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict our analysis to the case of approximately isotropic pitch angle.
Note that (2) and (3) specify average drift velocity, which is di erent from what is often called the average velocity. The distinction between these two velocities exists even in ordinary adiabatic theory, where the average velocity (in the sense of the velocity moment of the Vlasov distribution function) equals the average drift velocity plus 1=q times the curl of the magnetization per unit volume. The same distinction occurs in the expression for the current density in a guiding-center magnetoplasma; the total current density equals the contribution due to particle drifts plus the magnetization current r M e.g., Siscoe, 1983, equation (I.121) ]. The long-time-average motion of an individual particle is the result of gradient and curvature drifts. The magnetization current is due to spatial gradients in the particle population and is not a true guiding-center drift.
Equation (3) has previously been derived in two di erent ways. The most straightforward approach is direct integration of the standard particle drift equation (1) over a ux tube. Because we are unaware of any previously published derivation of (3) from (1), we have included such a derivation in appendix A. The other way to derive (3) invokes thermodynamical arguments Harel et al., 1981; Wolf, 1983] . If a container lled with an isotropic particle distribution is adiabatically compressed, the mean particle energy should increase with the ? + 1 power of the conning volume where is the ratio of speci c heats. For nonrelativistic particles with only translational degrees of freedom, = 5=3, and we expect that E K = V ?2=3 , where is a constant for adiabatic compression. Then, an energy-conservation argument (the same one that is applied to the derivation of (2)) leads to (3).
Derivation of (3) from adiabatic theory is subject to the conditions that underlie (1), and, speci cally, to the assumption that B changes very little on the spatial scale of a gyroradius; this condition can be quantitatively expressed in the form B where the gyroradius g u= and u = v ? (E B)=B 2 . Condition (4a) requires that the magnitude of B vary on a distance scale much larger than g , and (4b) requires that the direction of B also vary on a distance scale much larger than g . The thermodynamical argument is analogous to the slow compression of a container of isotropic gas at rest. It assumes that the bulk ow speed (the velocity moment of the distribution function) is slow compared to the thermal speed everywhere in the box, which requires that the ion drift velocity as given by (1) be small compared to the thermal speed. We apply the thermodynamical argument in a frame with E = 0, which eliminates the E B drift term in (1). The ratio of the gradient drift term in (1) to the thermal velocity is g jrBj=B, and the ratio of the curvature drift term to the thermal velocity is g =R c . Thus assuming that the bulk ow speed is slow normally requires invoking (4a) and (4b). To be technically precise, one should also consider the diamagnetic drift term in the expression for the bulk ow velocity; but that term normally turns out to be of the same order of magnitude as the gradient and curvature-drift terms, so that the conclusion of the argument remains unchanged. We therefore conclude that one cannot con dently apply either the adiabatic drift or the thermodynamical derivation of (3) without invoking restrictions (4a) and (4b).
In the central current sheet of Earth's plasma sheet, conditions (4a) and (4b) are typically both violated for ions Chen and Palmadesso, 1986; B uchner and Zelenyi, 1989 ]. The situation is particularly clear with respect to (4b), which is most easily violated at the center of the sheet where R c is normally smallest and is normally largest. The degree of departure from adiabaticity is often characterized by the parameter, de ned by s R c;min
Throughout this paper, is calculated for v in the frame with E = 0. If the scale length of the magnetic eld gradient is large, then 1 implies that most particles behave adiabatically. When 1, most particles execute chaotic trajectories. When 1, particles undergo a distinctive non chaotic type of motion called \Speiser orbits" Speiser, 1965 Speiser, ,1967 . Many authors e.g. Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1992 Chen, 1992] have carried out model studies of ion orbits in this region and have demonstrated the existence of dramatically nonadiabatic behavior. Extensive test particle calculations of large gyro-orbit ions ( 1) with well-localized current sheet models are given, for example, by Lyons and Speiser 1982] , Speiser and Lyons, 1984] , and Horton and Tajima 1991a] . Their calculations pertain to local e ects in x-independent magnetic elds compared with the global ux tube calculations presented here. We use geocentric solar magnetosphere (GSM) coordinates, withx pointing toward the Sun from the Earth,ẑ northward from Earth's center, andx ŷ = z. The calculations of Lyons and Speiser 1982] for E y ; B z 6 = 0; B y = 0, and their generalization by Baek et al. 1995] for E y ; B z ; B y 6 = 0, show that ions passing through the current sheet gain energy E K = 2m(E y =B z ) 2 for (2E K0 =m) 1=2 < E y =B z and for higher E K0 ( mv 2 0 =2, where v 0 is the initial particle speed), the larger energy gain E K = 2(mE K0 ) 1=2 (E y =B z ). The energization rate and the formation of earthward streaming ion beams are predicted by these test particle calculations. Flux tubes in an x-independent magnetic eld model lled initially with Maxwellian ion distributions were used by Horton and Tajima 1991b ] to calculate the energization rate. In these modi ed Harris sheet magnetic eld models there is a well-de ned mirror ratio and the fraction of trapped ions is f tr ' 1 ? B z =2B 0 in contrast to the present calculation where all ions are re ected due to the exponentially increasing magnetic eld strength.
In the spirit of Sonnerup 1971] , B uchner and Zelenyi 1989, 1990] have developed a \quasi-adiabatic" theory which allows them to characterize particle motion in x-independent models of the magnetotail. Hurricane et al. 1994 ] have derived a linear Vlasov kinetic theory to treat the e ect of waves on stochastic ions. Their computations of the properties of the zero-order solutions are generally very consistent with the results we present here.
Recently, global test particle simulations using Tsyganenko 1989 ] based magnetic eld models AshourAbdalla et al., 1994] report that due to the transition between the tail-like, weak x dependence and the near-Earth (x > ?10 R E ) dipolar eld, ions with pitch angles greater than a few degrees e ectively hit a \wall" in the inner plasma sheet, where ion motion is maximally chaotic and particles drift rapidly westward around the Earth, avoiding the inner magnetosphere. This work raises the possibility that chaotic motion might cause ions to undergo much faster crosstail motion than would be expected from adiabatic drift theory and that, consequently, chaos might be a powerful loss mechanism for plasma sheet particles. If correct, this conclusion would have important consequences for quantitative magnetospheric modeling. It would mean that MHD codes e.g., Fedder et al., 1991; Hesse and Birn, 1992] can be applied to the inner plasma sheet with much less con dence than previously thought. Even convection model calculations e.g., Spiro and Wolf, 1984] , which use (3) to treat particle transport, would have to be modi ed to include chaotic orbit e ects in order to provide a realistic picture of the plasma sheet. Wolf and Pontius 1993] (hereafter referred to as WP) addressed this issue in a limited context. They showed that the drift formula (3) is not limited to adiabatic particles but holds also for chaotic particles in a two-dimensionalgeometry, B = (B x (x; z); 0; B z (x; z)) in the absence of electric elds, provided only that 
where B eq is the equatorial eld strength. Condition (6) is much less stringent than (4a) or (4b) for a taillike geometry because the x-scale length is typically much greater than the z-scale length. The principal aims of the present paper are to explore whether (3) remains a good approximation to the average drift rate if the conditions of WP are relaxed and also to examine the variations of drift rate among di erent particles of the same energy. This paper is organized as follows: We present a generalized derivation of the ensemble averaged drift velocity equation (3) which includes the e ects of chaotic particle motion (section 2). We derive the explicit analytical form of hv GC i b;e for a chosen magnetic eld model (section 3). We derive the single-particle adiabatic bounce-averaged drift velocities (2) in this magnetic eld (section 4). We compare the results of a numerical particle tracing program (section 5) to the predictions of adiabatic theory, show that the drift motion of an ensemble of isotropic particles is well described by bounced averaged adiabatic theory, and show that the dispersion about the mean velocity is somewhat reduced by the presence of chaotic motion (section 6); we thus nd that the accuracy of (3) is enhanced by the presence of chaotic motion.
Generalized Derivation of Ensemble-Averaged Drift
The essence of the WP derivation is that the y coordinate is cyclic in a time-independent twodimensional (2-D) magnetic eld geometry with no electric eld, guaranteeing the existence at least two constants of motion for each particle: E K , the kinetic energy, and P y , the y component of the canonical momentum.
In the 2-D eld the set of particles with given E K and P y are trapped between two ux surfaces that are spatially separated by a distance of approximately p 8mE K =(qB). WP assumed that the distribution function depended on E K and P y but not on any other coordinate such as pitch angle. This would normally be expected to hold for a chaotic region of phase space. However, the WP derivation assumed that it held for all regions of phase space, chaotic and integrable, that are accessible to the particles with the speci ed E K and P y . Thus adopting the distribution function f = f 0 (E K ? E K0 ) (P y ? P y0 ), WP were easily able to derive (3) under the additional assumption of (6).
In the rest of this section we present an analytical extension of the WP proof which includes the e ects of a B y component and a perpendicular electrostatic eld on a microcanonical ensemble of particles. We begin with the ensemble-averaged velocity of a distribution of particles at a given y. hvi e (y) R F(E; P)vd 3 vdxdz R F(E; P)d 3 vdxdz (7) where we assume that the distribution function depends only on two constants of motion, the total energy, E = 1 2 mv 2 + q (8) where is the electrostatic potential and the extended y canonical momentum, P = mv y + qA y ? qE y t (9) where A y (x; z) is the y component of the magnetic vector potential and E y is independent of time. P is a conserved quantity as long as A y is independent of y. Assuming F = F(E; P) guarantees that the distribution function will be constant along a particle trajectory and will thus satisfy the Vlasov equation. Generalizing the WP proof, we will show that evaluation of the integrals in (7) with assumption (6) will yield a form identical to (3).
Any three component magnetic eld that is independent of y may be described by the general vector potential A = (A x ; A y ; 0), so that B = ? @A y (x; z) @zx + @A x (x; z) @zŷ + @A y (x; z) @xẑ (10) One can continue to describe the projection of the magnetic eld model in the x ? z plane by A y alone.
Just as for the WP proof, we assume that the Vlasov distribution function is a function of only the constants of motion.
F(E; P) F 0 (E ? E 0 ) (P ? P 0 )
This describes a cone of vectors in extended phase space about the extended y canonical momentum. The bene t of using this microcanonical distribution function is that it allows us to easily compute hv y i e for a limited ux tube of monoenergetic particles. While we recognize that distribution (11) can be unstable to collective modes, we can build up stable distributions by superposition. One can also show that this distribution function yields a particle density projected into the x ? z plane which is uniform within the populated ux tube. No particles exist outside of our ux tube bound by the particle turning points, A y (see Figure 1 ). To obtain a realistic particle distribution, one can integrate our results over the desired energy or extended momentum range. The requirement that all particles share the same value of P 0 is roughly equivalent to requiring all particle guiding centers lie on one magnetic surface.
For simplicity we consider a curl free electric eld independent of x and t of the form E = E y0ŷ + E z0ẑ (12) where E y0 and E z0 are constants, so that E = m(v 2 + v 2 y )=2?q (E y0 y + E z0 z) and P = mv y +qA y ?qE y0 t.
The restrictions on the electric eld impose a somewhat severe limitation on the applicability of our proof.
It is not necessary to assume that E B = 0 here.
We may transform the di erentials of (7) into more convenient forms (see Figure 1 ) by de ning a notation for the poloidal component of the di erentials along (ds p ) and perpendicular to (dp ? 
The limits depend on time because each particle E B drifts toward a region of stronger magnetic eld (smaller ux tube volume) and gradient curvature drifts toward a region of lower electrostatic potential where E K = E + qE y0 y.
A simpli ed but approximate form of (17) may be obtained if one assumes that a particle's gyroradius is small compared to the scale length of the ux tube gradients. We de ne a new expansion term such that jrVj V 1 (19) This is a generalization of the limit imposed for the WP proof, namely, (6). An explicit Taylor expansion of (17) subject to the condition of (19) is performed in Appendix B. Truncating the series after the rst term, we obtain hv y i e j 1 ? 2
This is the average y velocity for an ensemble of particles (chaotic as well as adiabatic) in a 2 1=2 ? D magnetic eld with a dawn-dusk electric eld. This form is equivalent to the adiabatic approximation of the gradient curvature drift formula (3). Equation (19) is much less restrictive than the adiabatic limits de ned by (4a) and (4b) and thus allows for the inclusion of e ects due to chaotic particles. For instance, a comparison of the two limits for 4 KeV protons in the Tsyganenko, 1989 ] T89 model (K p = 1) is shown in Figure 2 . Though < 1 clearly indi- Figure 2 cates that particles are not adiabatic until very near the Earth, our new limit ( 1 ) indicates that the ensemble-averaged drift motion is still valid in the middle magnetosphere.
Both our exact (17) and approximate (20) The exact formulaof (17) should hold as long as the x?z projection of the magnetic eld may be described by A y (x; z) alone, the electric eld may be described by (12), and the particle distribution function is well described by (11). In addition, the gradient curvature formula, (20), should hold as long as the Taylor expansion parameter is su ciently small.
Our analytical derivation relied on the somewhat disconcerting assumption that all particles ll the phase space accessible to them. We therefore turn to a numerical particle simulation to both con rm and extend the validity of (17). For these purposes we must choose a magnetic eld model on which to experiment. We require only that the magnetic eld qualitatively resemble Earth's magnetotail and that it contain an x dependence. We further enforce the condition that the magnetic eld could satisfy the equation of force balance for isotropic pressure, J B = rP.
Our particle distribution is intended as an elemental piece of such an isotropic distribution. Hilmer and Voigt 1987] suggest a three-component magnetic eld model which may contain an isotropic pressure distribution while remaining in force balance. In their eld, B y is an arbitrary function of A y . Their magnetic vector potential and eld may be de ned as A y (x; z) = A 0 e x cos (C z z) (25) where C z =(2 ), B 0 A 0 =(2 ), B n A 0 , and is half of the plasma sheet thickness. We have the freedom to pick a functional form for f(A y ). With no electric eld, the simplest choice is a constant function, B y = B y0 . We note that this x-dependent model is not \bulb" shaped like the model used by Karimabadi et al. 1990] or Burkhart et al. 1995] . Note also that = (@B=@x)=B, so that the constant is inversely proportional to the x gradient scale length of B.
Using this magnetic eld model, we may obtain analytical solutions to equations for both the exact (17) and approximate (20) will oscillate about a value equal to the electric eld so that hdA y =dti gyro = E y . A constant E y will result in particles drifting from one eld line label, A y , to the next at a constant rate. From this we also know that the ensemble-averaged x velocity due to the electric eld, dx
is merely the E B speed of the ux tube labeled by A y0 . dx=dt is fundamentally di erent than hv y i e because the particles are bound together within a nite x range due to the conservation of P. They move together as a uid toward +x. In contrast, the y drift is non uid-like. Particles with di erent pitch angles drift at di erent y speeds. Lastly, we must specify an electric eld. Rather than perform a self-consistent particle simulation, we mimic its e ects by choosing an electric eld with no parallel component; that is, we set E B = 0.
We choose a curl free electric eld with a y component, E y = E y0 . Given these limitations, it can be shown that one general solution for an electrostatic eld combined with a Hilmer and Voigt 1987] magnetic eld is
The set of coupled di erential equations that specify dy=dt = hv y i e , dx=dt, and dA y =dt = E y describes the motion of an imaginary particle which always moves at the ensemble-averaged drift velocity. We solve these equations analytically or numerically by integrating from t = 0 ! T. From this we obtain y(T), the y position of the imaginary particle which represents the ensemble-averaged position. The average drift of this`representative' particle is then:
This theoretical drift speed is compared to particle simulation results in section 6.
Particle Dispersion
In convection model calculations e.g.,Spiro and Wolf, 1984] , the motion of a large ensemble of monoenergetic particles is often described by a single representative particle, moving with the ensembleaveraged drift velocity. In reality, even a monoenergetic distribution will contain particles that drift at di erent rates, depending on their initial conditions. A distribution which has a large spread in drift velocities cannot be well described by the average motion. We thus need to compare the dispersion of an ensemble which contains particles executing chaotic and Speiser motion to the same ensemble, were all the particles to move according to the individual adiabatic drift equations. To make this comparison, we wish to determine how an isotropic distribution of particles disperses over time as the ensemble drifts according to adiabatic drift theory. We can then compare these results to those of the numerical test particle traces of nonadiabatic particles. To this end, we derive the drift velocity of an individual particle as a function of its adiabatic invariants rather than just the average drift of an isotropic distribution.
From adiabatic theory we know that the bounceaveraged perpendicular motion of a charged particle in a magnetic eld may be derived from a particle's kinetic energy as in (2). We also know that for our three-component eld the kinetic energy of an adiabatic particle at a given y may be written as a function of and J as well as the single eld line label, A y , i.e. E K = E K (A y ; ; J). For the 2 1/2-D magnetic eld described by (32), hv y i includes motion both parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic eld. Symmetry requires that the total bounce-averaged velocity be in the xy plane. Using (2), it can be shown that the motion of the particles' equatorial crossing point is given by (39) Where the integration is performed from zero to z max . Di erentiating, we obtain @J
Substituting these into (35) and (36) yields
where C x A y =E K . The limit of integration is a function of the pitch angle and energy of the particle. (42) is the bounce averaged velocity of a single particle's guiding center in our magnetic eld, given the eld line label A y , , and J. A plot of hv y i b versus , depicted in Figure 3 , was calculated numerically and makes clear that in our magnetic eld model, particles bouncing in the equatorial plane ( = max = E K =B eq ) drift most quickly and that a eld aligned particle ( = 0) has no period-averaged drift. Most particles fall somewhere between these two extremes.
We obtain a generalized drift velocity from a bounce averaged one by integrating (numerically) over time, We wish to create an analytical histogram of particles as they drift in the y direction. We will compare this histogram to one produced by the results of a particle simulation of nonadiabtaic particles. Mathematically, we seek a functional form for dN=dy, where N is particle number. We may integrate this over the appropriate y range bins and compare to numerical results. It is bene cial to rewrite this di erential as dN dy = dN=d dy=d (46) Equations (42) and (44) tell us dy=d for a particle with a given and energy. We need also to determine an analytical form for the initial particle distribution, so that we may determine dN=d .
This result, derived in appendix D, can be calculated numerically. Equation 47 describes analytically how we should distribute particles within a ux tube, i.e., how many particles per range there should be. Such particles will uniformly ll the x ? z projection between our bounding eld lines A y such that the particle density in the x ? z plane is not a function of position.
We have just established a set of analytical equations which we use to track the bounce averaged adiabatic drift of a particle in our magnetic eld, given this particle's value and initial energy. In other words, we have an explicit form for (2), given the Hilmer and Voigt 1987] magnetic eld. This is much more detailed than the ensemble averaged drift of (17). We combine these equations to produce analytical results similar to the output produced by our numerical particle tracing program. We will compare the results in section 6.
Test Particle Simulation Model
This section describes how we establish appropriate numerical models to which we may compare our adiabatic theory. We also summarize important parameters and their signi cance when interpreting the numerical results.
Two-Dimensional Magnetic Field Model
Using the 2-D magnetic eld model described in section 3, we numerically model the distribution of particles given by (11). This distribution is a function of only the constants of motion. The density of particles in the x ? z plane obtained from this distribution function is a constant within the region dened by A y? A y A y+ and zero outside this region. It does not depend on location within the x ? z projection of the ux tube. Adding a perpendicular electric eld changes the distribution subtly. We thus describe separately the two situations, with and without an electric eld.
5.1.1. No electric eld. One thousand monoenergetic particles are initially distributed uniformly on the y = 0 plane within a magnetic ux tube bounded by the eld lines labeled by A y (see Figure 4) . A particle's x?z position uniquely determines its A y value. The modeled ux tube is bounded at x min by the equatorial crossing points of A y and extends to in nity in positive x. The fraction of ux tube volume contained within a given x range decreases with increasing x due to the x gradient in magnetic eld strength. Thus, when using a nite number of particles, there is a practical x max limit beyond which the average number of test particles is much less than unity. The magnetic moment is well conserved outside the central current sheet; therefore particles that can travel to extremely large distances down the eld line have velocities that are almost exactly parallel to B outside the central current sheet.
A large x max was chosen for initializing particle positions. During the actual particle tracing, no arti cial boundary was imposed. All particles are initially assigned the same E K and P at t = 0. Physically, this implies that the guiding centers of all particles fall along the same central eld line de ned by A y0 . However, the particle itself may fall anywhere within the range A y? A y A y+ . A particle's v y is determined by its A y value since v y = (P y ? qA y )=m. Because the particle's energy is given by v 2 p +v 2 y = 2E k =m, we are free to distribute v x and v z subject to the constraint that v 2 x +v 2 z = v 2 p . On a given eld line, we distribute the particle velocities isotropically in the v x ? v z plane. Di erent particle values of span the available range (0 E k =B). This type of magnetic eld tends to give rise to three di erent types of particle motion as shown in Figure 5 . Di erent parameters and/or initial conditions lead to di erent types of orbits. A particle executing a Speiser orbit spirals in from the strong eld region (earthward) toward the equatorial crossing and is temporarily trapped within a small z region. The particle is said to \meander" through this region, repeatedly crossing z = 0 as the magnetic eld turns the particle back toward the neutral sheet. It eventually escapes the neutral sheet, spiraling outward once again (Figure 5a). A chaotic particle is trapped in the neutral sheet region for an extended period of time and is less regular in its motion (Figure 5b ). An integral orbit exhibits regular motion consistent with the existence of an additional constant of motion ( gure 5c). Traditional adiabatic motion, where the gyroperiod is much shorter than the bounce period and two adiabatic invariants exist, represents one sort of integrable trajectory.
Particle trajectories are often categorized by their motion throughout a complete bounce cycle. The parameter may sometimes characterize the bounce averaged motion of a particle. As goes from +1 ! 1, the particle motion becomes less and less adiabatic.
As the ratio decreases even further from 1 ! 0, particles may continue to exhibit chaotic motion or they may recover a constant of motion and become 'quasiadiabatic B uchner and Zelenyi, 1989] . The type of orbit a particle executes depends on its initial conditions as well as the magnetic eld con guration. Because the particle distribution is monoenergetic, for a given set of magnetic eld parameters we may de ne a for an entire distribution of particles. The Speiser type motion of a typical = 0:2 particle is shown in Figure 5a . An integrable trajectory is shown in Figure 5c . A chaotic orbit for = 0:5 is shown in Figure 5b .
Because particle trajectories in static electric and magnetic elds can become so complicated, it is common to examine particle motion in a system of reduced dimensions. Use of the Poincar e surface of section (SOS) allows one to examine families of solutions to a set of nonlinear equations. In the case of magnetotail dynamics we record the value of a particle's x and v x as it crosses the z = 0 plane going from negative to positive z (see, for instance, Chen 1992] ). The SOS plot of v x versus x for 100 particles is shown in Figure 6 . Two di erent cases Figure 6 are shown. Here, was varied by varying the ratio B n =B 0 . The majority of particles are chaotic and would completely ll the main region, were the simulation run long enough. The closed curves on the right hand side of both SOS plots are called KAM curves after Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (see Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1991] for a useful discussion) and reveal the existence of integral orbits for this magnetic eld model. A typical integrable trajectory leading to the creation of the KAM curve of Figure 6b is shown in Figure 5c . Chen and Palmadesso 1986] and Chen 1992] produced similar plots for particle motion in an x-independent magnetic eld. Their plots reveal the existence of three regions corresponding to the three types of particle trajectories. In the present paper the SOS plots were produced by following the motion of particles in an x dependent eld with no particle loss. All particles eventually bounce somewhere in the strong eld region and return to the equatorial plane. Chaotic and Speiser orbits overlap and are di cult to distinguish in the = 0:104 and = 0:207 cases. Notice that the integrable region is larger for the = 0:104 case. 5.1.2. Adding a cross tail electric eld. Particles are initially distributed uniformly within the y = 0 plane of the magnetic ux tube just as for the case with no electric eld. Assigning velocities, however, requires some nesse. If we randomize v x and v z and then impose a cross tail electric eld, the distribution of particle pitch angles will be isotropic in the laboratory frame. We need to add the E B drift to the v x ? v z distribution in order to make the distribution isotropic in the moving frame. The initial average v x should be the E B drift with E and B at (x = x Ay0 ; z = 0) as described in (30). Therefore we add this value of v x to the velocities of all of the particles. To maximize consistency with the analytical calculation of section 2, we need to make E E k +q the same for all of the particles. We can do this in one of two ways. We may renormalize the velocities. We may also move the particles in y, lowering the potential energy of a particle with a high kinetic energy and raising the potential of a particle with low kinetic energy. Both methods were used with no discernable di erence in results. A note of caution: if the E B drift were constant everywhere, then the electric eld e ects could be trivially transformed away by switching to the deHo man-Teller frame. However, there is an x dependence in the drift velocity due to the x dependence of B z .
Two and a Half-Dimensional Magnetic Field Model
Just as for the 2-D model, particles are initially distributed within the x ? z projection of the magnetic ux tube, so that their 2-D spatial density is uniform. They are then shifted in y, so that they all reside initially on the same ux tube (see Figure 7) . Speci cally, all of the particles have the same value of 
The average rate of change of is analogous to hv y i since d =dt = hvi r = hv y i. We also emphasize that no parallel electric eld was imposed; that is, E B = 0. This was accomplished by using an electric eld of the form described by (33).
5.3. Adjusting B n =B 0 , , B y0 =B 0 , and E y0 =v th B n For our 2-D magnetic eld model with no electric eld the physics is determined entirely by a few parameters, B 0 , B n , , , and E k . These variables are not completely independent and may be reduced to a smaller set of dimensionless, adjustable parameters. Indeed, with the ux tube volume given by (26), the bounce-averaged velocity at (x 0 ; y 0 ; 0), given by hv y i = 2E k =(3qA y0 ), may be greatly simpli ed, so 
where we recall that the thermal speed is de ned as the velocity of the initially monoenergetic particles: v th p 2E K0 =m. The average y speed, normalized to the particles' thermal speed, is determined entirely by the dimensionless parameters, and B n =B 0 . The parameter characterizes the particles, and B n =B 0 prescribes how \tail-like" the eld is; electric eld effects are not included. In the presence of our electric eld, particle energy increases only slightly. Here is de ned for the particle's initial energy. B y does not a ect the theoretical average y velocity because, as we showed in section 2, the hv y i formula is valid as long as A y is not a function of y. However, there are practical limitations to how large B y can be made relative to B 0 when following only 1000 particles. The surface area of the tilted 2-D ux tube increases with increasing B y0 =B 0 . If the area becomes too great, our particles will not really ll the ux tube and statistical error will dominate. E y0 is also an independent parameter. Adding a cross tail electric eld adds a y dependence to the energy, (y) = ?qE y0 y, tending to speed up the guiding center (GC) motion. However, it also introduces an E B drift to the particles. They drift into a region of stronger magnetic eld, which tends to slow down the GC drift. We may still use our formalism to describe the ensemble motion as long as the electric eld strength does not get too large. How large is too large? As long as the distribution remains isotropic, exact equation (17) (52) This eld has been used for test particle calculations by several authors e.g., Chen, 1992] . Note that B 0 , B n , and are all constant as before. This eld does not explicitly dependent on x. Hence the bounceaveraged drift velocity should go to zero. However, perfectly re ecting walls are placed at some x max such that is conserved. By the geometry of the eld lines, these walls introduce a gradient in the ux tube volume as perceived by the particles which bounce o it. This arti cial gradient in the ux tube volume introduces a net hv y i d described by our drift equations.
Though the results of this Harris sheet simulation are not shown, they were in complete agreement with the results of the Hilmer and Voigt 1987] model presented here.
Numerical Results
We now present several di erent types of graphs which show the behavior of an ensemble of particles in the Hilmer and Voigt 1987] magnetotail eld model. The average y drift of the ensemble of particles versus time is shown for a variety of parameters. Particle dispersion is revealed with histograms showing the number of particles per y bin at a given time. Both of these quantities are compared with analytical results predicted from adiabatic theory as discussed in previous sections. Statistical behavior is presented for some of the simulation runs in the form of standard deviation calculations and related quantities. Table 1 Table 1 is a listing of the simulation results shown. To retain the reader's interest, only a few representative graphs are displayed in this paper. We explored the behavior of ensemble averaged particle drifts for 0:1 2. For 0:2, chaotic orbits play a very prominent role.
Interpreting the Graphs
There are many ways to calculate average particle velocity. We are interested in the average y displacement of the ensemble of particles described by 
which is the drift versus time of a representative particle that moves with the average drift of the ensemble of particles. Equation (54) is not a Taylor expanded quantity and is henceforth labeled \analytical exact average" on the graphs. Any di erence between this value and the numerical results is an indication that some factor not yet discussed is at play. Equation (55) gives the predicted adiabatic drift speed and is labeled \analytical adiabatic average" on the graphs. The graphical results presented here make use of the normalized units listed in Table 2 . In particular, Table 2 note that after normalization the lobe gyroperiod is 2 , the thermal speed is 1, and the lobe gyroradius is 1. In addition, recall that for the 2 1/2-D magnetic eld case, a corresponding perpendicular electric eld is imposed. Specifying a value for E y0 and B y0 determines E z .
Let us walk through an analysis of Figure 8 . There Figure 8 are three curves presented on a plot of hv y i versus time. The results indicate that after tens of lobe gyroperiods (a few equatorial gyroperiods), our simulation particles begin to drift, on average, according to our exact equation (27) . Our method of lling the ux tube should yield an average instantaneous v y which is the same as our exact formula while individual particles' v y range from ?v th ! v th . However, owing to the statistical error of using a nite number of particles, the simulation takes some time to approach this value. For the data of Figure 8 , hv y i exact is expected to be about 0:08v th . Since we use only 1000 particles, we expect the statistical error in our initial average velocity to be about v th = p 1000 0:03v th . Thus the expected percentage error in the initial value of the average drift is pretty big, about 40%. The expected statistical error in the average v y should decline on a timescale of an equatorial gyroperiod (2 in our normalized units). The statistical accuracy of a drift calculation increases with increasing number of particles.
The di erence between the analytical exact and adiabatic curves is due to the error of neglecting higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion discussed in section 2. This error is less than 2% for this extreme value of and is even better for most runs. Note that the exact and adiabatic curves on most plots lie on top of one another.
Dispersion
As mentioned in section 4, we are not only interested in comparing the mean drift of chaotic particles to that of adiabatic ones. We also wish to determine whether or not chaotic scattering disperses particles about their mean drift faster than predicted by adiabatic theory. As the numerically traced particles bounce around and slowly drift in the +y direction, we bin them according to their y position and plot these as histograms. Shown here are the actual particle positions as opposed to their guiding center positions. Binning them according to their guiding-center positions would remove some of the noise produced by their gyration in y. However, for < 1 the guiding center has no clear meaning. In any event the results, though not shown here, are nearly indistinguishable.
We use (44), (45), and (47) to analytically calculate the histograms that would be produced by adiabatically moving particles. We could also have pushed the guiding centers of our actual particles according to the single particle adiabatic equations ((1) and the corresponding parallel version) and compared these to the actual particle motion.
Consider the histograms depicted in Figure 9 , which Figure 9 provides di erent information about the same data set as used for Figure 8 . The vertical axis indicates the number of particles in each bin. Overlayed on top of this plot is the histogram curve predicted by adiabatic theory using the same bin values. For a given simulation run, three di erent times (from top to bottom, with increasing time) are shown. The analytical curve should begin at y = 0 and extend out beyond what is drawn. The area underneath both curves (were the analytical ones extended outward) should be identically 1000 since the number of particles is conserved. The mean y value of both curves agrees to within 2% as noted from Figure 8 .
The shape of the analytical curve depends on the magnetic eld and the way in which particles were initially distributed. According to analytical theory, a particle's y drift speed is a function of its adiabatic invariants, which are assumed never to change. Thus a particle which starts out drifting rapidly continues to do so. For our magnetic eld the fastest drifting particle bounces in the equatorial plane and corresponds to adiabatic invariant values of J = 0 and = max . Likewise, the slowest drifting particle is one which is nearly eld aligned when it leaves the central current sheet ( 1). Such a particle e ectively does not bounce and drifts extremely slowly. In the real magnetosphere, particles which fall within the one degree loss cone would enter a region of high plasma density where they could collide with other particles and drizzle down into the lower ionosphere, never to return to the equator.
To obtain a more quantitative measure of particle dispersion as well as shed some light on particle di usion, we plot the simulated particles' average position, (57) where the integration is performed from min to max (compare with (47)). The analytically calculated standard deviation is displayed in Figure 10 , along with that of the simulated particles, for several of the simulation runs. One should compare the slopes of these two curves in Figure 10b . The initial sharp increase of y for the simulated particles shows the particles spreading out in y from their initial y = 0 positions. Until the mean position of the ensemble drifts an equatorial gyroradius, the standard deviation calculation has a high noise level. For Figure  10b the drift velocity of about 0:08v th suggests that we must wait at least 125 ?1 0 or about 12 ?1 n until our calculated y is statistically valid.
Even without numerically integrating (57), we may conclude that should be linearly proportional to time when no electric eld is present. This is because both the individual particle's bounce-averaged drift velocity and the ensemble averaged drift velocity are independent of time, whence their positions are linearly proportional to time. The slope of the standard deviation of the chaotic ensemble is always less than that of the adiabatic curve for the parameter ranges tested. The dispersion of particles about the mean drift narrows compared with adiabatic particles. We also point out that the simulation standard deviation is not always linearly proportional to time. Even in these cases, the curvature y versus time is always negative.
In Figure 10 we display some quantitative statisti-0 cal information about the particle motion. In Figure  10a the ensemble average y position reveals a line of constant slope. With no electric eld the average drift velocity (slope) is constant. Error bars indicate the instantaneous minimum and maximum y position of particles at that time and correspond to the \wings" of the histogram curves. Figure 10b shows the standard deviation of the ensemble of particles along with the analytically calculated value according to adiabatic theory. Notice that the slope of the standard deviation of the simulated particles decreases with time. The standard derivation is not simply proportional to time as would be expected from adiabatic theory. On the other hand, it does not increase with time as would be expected if chaotic particle motion gave rise to a fast di usion process. The di usion coe cient of the simulated particles goes to a constant value (Figure 10c ).
Simulations With E y 6 = 0
The main e ect of a perpendicular electric eld is to make particles E B drift in the direction of +x, toward a region of increasing magnetic eld strength.
This tends to decrease hv y i d;e . The electric eld also energizes the particles as they drift toward +y, a region of lower electric eld potential. This tends to increase drift speed. These two e ects do not exactly cancel each other for the cases shown here. In fact,
the net e ect is that hv y i d;e decreases with time. This is clearly evident in all runs which include an electric eld. In addition, the results are not altered signicantly by the presence of B y (x; z).
Just as for previous cases, we display three types of unchanged from those produced without B y .
Is it so important that the initial distribution be isotropic and uniform? Maybe not. In Figure 18 the Figure 18 average y drift velocity is shown for a run where particles were all initially launched from the equatorial plane, y = 0, z = 0. This distribution function does not initially satisfy our requirement that it be a function only of constants of motion. However, owing to the ergodic nature of the particle orbits for the = 1 case, particles eventually ll up the entire phase space accessible to them. The trend is for the particles to approach the adiabatic value. We could de ne a mean bounce time for our magnetic eld model as 1=( v). The bounce time corresponds to dimensionless time ( =2) (B 0 =B n ) 3 , which, for the case shown in Figure 18 , is about 1500. According to Figure 18 , this is about the time required for the mean drift velocity to subside to the isotropic value.
Discussion
Particles drift most rapidly in the direction of +y near the equatorial plane. It is here that the magnetic eld direction is primarily toward +z and curvature is strongest. This is true for all values. However, we emphasize that we are primarily interested in ensemble averaging particle drifts over the entire ux tube. The process of ensemble averaging drift quantities enables us to recover what we thought were adiabatic drift formulas.
The chaotic motion of individual particles does affect the ensemble averaged drift motion but not in a destructive way. Both the high end and low end of the y distributions are cut o as compared with what adiabatic theory predicts. The standard deviation calculations reinforce this conclusion and indicate that the e ect of including particles executing chaotic motion in our ensemble was to reduce the dispersion as compared with adiabatic theory and to make the histograms more Gaussian in shape. This trend may come as a surprise but can be easily explained. As mentioned previously, the adiabatic curve consists of particles drifting at various rates, which are functions of their adiabatic constants of motion. The equatorially mirroring particles ( large, J = 0) drift fastest. A particle with large J and 0 drifts most slowly. The e ect of chaotic pitch angle scattering is to prevent particles from retaining their adiabatic constants of motion. The fastest drifting particle does not maintain its speed. Neither does the slowest. If chaotic scattering maintains an isotropic distribution, then, on average, the number of particles within a given range of or equatorial pitch angles is conserved. However, no single particle can maintain an extremely fast or extremely slow drift speed for a long time. Thus the wings of the distribution are cut o . The stronger this randomizing e ect becomes, the more Gaussian the histogram becomes.
For a given ratio of B n =B 0 , decreasing from 1:00 to 0:207 (by increasing energy) increases this scattering e ect, with or without an electric eld. In this parameter range, lowering the value of decreases the dispersion in drift velocities relative to the average drift velocity. According to our explanation, this implies that pitch angle scattering is more e ective for the lower cases and is not necessarily maximized at = 1. Our simulation particles spread out in y and hence pick up a small dispersion in kinetic energy even though total energy is conserved. The drift velocity formulas depend on kinetic energy. If this dispersion of kinetic energy becomes too great, as it does when E gets too large, our comparison of simulation results to theory becomes invalid. This sort of error may be minimized if the x gradient scale length of B z is long compared to the length of the foot of the ux tube (i.e., n 1 where n v th = n and n qB n =m). This might also explain why we must take care in making sure that the initial particle velocity distribution includes the E B e ect. Without initializing the distribution properly, the dispersion in particle kinetic energy grows too large for proper comparison to a single-energy, representative particle.
There are a number of papers on particle dynamics in 1-D magnetic eld models such as the Harris type described by (52). Sonnerup 1971 ] studied the extension of adiabatic theory to particle motion in regions of magnetic eld reversals. He characterized such motion by the third adiabatic invariant, I = H p z dz. Stern and Palmadesso 1975] showed that an adiabatic particle moving within a parabolic magnetic eld with no x gradient has a zero net drift because the curvature drift in the equatorial plane is exactly canceled by the gradient drift in the lobe. Cowley 1978] showed that this result is quite general and includes nonadiabatic particles and an electric eld E z , which cannot be transformed away. The result follows from the x translational symmetry of the magnetic eld model. When a particle crosses the equatorial plane nonadiabatically, its pitch angle is said to be scattered or changed. Though this process is nonadiabatic, it may not be random. Considerable e ort has been devoted to the characterization of this chaotic scattering process. For instance, Chen 1992 ] calculates a nite time version of the Lyapunov exponent and then averages over an ensemble of monoenergetic particles with di erent pitch angles to derive the average exponential divergence rate (AEDR). Chen claims that AEDR characterizes the degree of divergence during the process of chaotic particle scattering. His results indicate that AEDR increases with decreasing and does not peak at = 1. This agrees with our results, which show that for a given B n =B 0 ratio the y particle distribution narrows more as decreases. A seemingly contrary result is presented by Burkhart et al. 1995] , who support the traditional notion that particle pitch angle scattering is maximized for ' 1 when B 0 =B n > 1. Their conclusion is based on a calculation of the average change in a particle's pitch angle per equatorial crossing. It does not reveal the average change of an ensemble of isotropically distributed particles, which is our interest.
The motion of a Speiser type particle as it crosses the equatorial plane may involve some net y (see Figure 5b ). For a 1-D eld a relatively simple relationship between incoming pitch angle, outgoing pitch angle, particle velocity, and y was derived by Cowley 1978] y / p E k j cos 2 j + j cos 1 j] (58) where 1;2 are the incoming and outgoing pitch angles. Burkhart and Chen 1992] examine the dependence among 1 , 2 , and particle energy. Holland and Chen 1992] have generalized Cowley's result to show that the ensemble averaged incoming and outgoing pitch angles (h 1 i and h 2 i, respectively) of a distribution of particles are well conserved except when the incoming distribution is highly collimated. This result is philosophically quite similar to ours. Namely, one can recover an approximate invariant when averaging over an approximately isotropic ensemble of particles. Holland and Chen 1992 ] also point out that the bulk of the contribution to the cross tail current in the equatorial plan is due to chaotic particles. Particles with orbits that are integrable do not contribute to this current density. Their conclusion is based entirely on the fact that their magnetic eld model is x independent. In x dependent elds, even integrable orbits contribute to the current density. Figure 5c provides an obvious example. Karimabadi et al. 1990 ] have discussed some of the di erences between basic particle dynamics in magnetic eld models with and without an x dependence. They note that in the presence of a cross-tail electric eld E y , particles can accelerate to much higher energies in x dependent magnetic elds than in Harris type models for the simple reason that particles spend more time near the z = 0 region. They also show that (58) is still valid in x dependent models if the x gradient scale length L x is much larger than the equatorial gyroradius. For our equilibrium magnetic eld model this means 1 B z @B z @x n = n = 1 B n B 0 2 1 (59)
Our treatment, which concentrates on average drift rates of all particles in a ux tube, includes cases when (59) is satis ed and some when it is not. Burkhart and Chen 1992] show that this regime, where L x n , is a region of enhanced integrability. In other words, the integrable area of the Poincar e SOS plot should increase relative to the stochastic area (compare Figures 6a and 6b) . Chen 1992] points out that the actual inner magnetotail is well described by an x independent magnetic eld model in the sense that n L x . However, the x dependence in the magnetic ux tube volume makes all the di erence when calculating bounce-averaged drifts.
In a series of papers, Ashour-Abdalla et al. 1992 performed detailed analyses of test particle dynamics in a 2-D slice of a Tsyganenko (T89) model. As mentioned in the introduction, their results revealed the existence of a barrier or \wall" in the inner magnetosphere. Test ions drifting earthward were shown to drift rapidly westward as they approached a distance of about 12 R E in the tail, which is a region where ion motion is highly chaotic. Although it is natural to associate the rapid westward drift with chaotic motion, our results indicate that there is no causal connection. We have shown that an ergodic ensemble that includes chaotic particles follows the same average drift law as adiabatically drifting particles. Hence we suspect that the region of rapid drift motion known as the wall is not a consequence of chaotic particle scattering but, rather, is due to the existence of a large gradient in ux tube volume at that location in the T89 model. The ratio of < v y > d;e to < v x > d in the equatorial plane for an ensemble of 300 eV particles in the meridian plane of T89 subject to E y = 0:1 mV=m shows evidence for such a wall. Figure 19 is a plot of jhv y i d;e =hv x i d j versus x (GSM) Figure 19 for T89(K p = 1). In terms of our parameter, this ratio may be written as v y =v x = vB z =(3E y ) for (y; z) = (0; 0). This ratio grows to rather large values at about x = ?12 R E which would suggest that an ensemble of particles which obeys the adiabatic drift equations would still su er the consequences of a wall.
Since we have not really pushed the limits of the parameter regimes to test for validity, it is possible that there exists some combination of parameters for which our results deteriorate. The numerical analysis presented here may be extended to test whether or not a y dependence in the magnetic eld might have signi cant consequences for ensemble averaged drifts. More important is the very real possibility that nonrandom scattering processes might signi cantly alter the ensemble-averaged drift quantities. The results presented here require that a distribution of particles be isotropic in pitch angle. This is one de nition of the plasma sheet. A simple interpretation of chaotic pitch angle scattering suggests that most distributions might attempt to isotropize; and yet, there is ample evidence for the existence of nonisotropic distribution functions near the tail current sheet see Frank et al., 1994] . Thus the tendency in nature for pitch angle distribution functions to isotropize is not always overwhelming.
Conclusions
We have compared the predictions of adiabatic, analytical theory to numerical simulations of exact particle motion. The bounce-averaged gradient-curvature drift of an isotropic ensemble of chaotic particles in a 2-D and 2 1/2-D, x-dependent magnetic eld model is well described by adiabatic theory, provided that the gradient in magnetic eld ux tube volume is not large compared to the equatorial gyroradius. This restriction is much weaker than the traditional one of 1. A comparison of the dispersion about the mean drift between adiabatic and chaotic particles reveals that chaotic scattering of particle pitch angles tends to narrow the spread of particles. The distribution of our test particles in y is always more narrow than the equivalent adiabatic particles. This would suggest that the usefulness of the ensemble-averaged drift equations is improved by the presence of chaotic particle motion.
For a given B n =B 0 ratio the e ect of this particle pitch angle scattering increases with decreasing , down at least to = 0:1. Changing the B n =B 0 ratio changes the fraction of particles which execute integrable orbits and hence changes the dispersive effect. However, in the parameter regime we analyzed, chaotic pitch angle scattering always contributes to a narrowing of the distribution of particles in hv y i d .
We have shown that the standard way of representing particle transport in the inner magnetosphere, namely the isotropic pitch angle bounce-averaged drift formalism, is valid for the central plasma sheet despite the presence of nonadiabatic particle motion. This work legitimizes the use of bounce-averaged drift equations to enhance the e ectiveness of ideal MHD models in treating the inner magnetosphere. Within the inner plasma sheet our results also refute the idea that chaotic particle scattering is the mechanism that nature uses to resolve the pressure-balance inconsistency, a long-standing theoretical paradox involving thermodynamical arguments about the plasma content of the inner magnetotail Erickson and Wolf, 1980] . Appendix A: Adiabatic Derivation of Isotropic Drift
The gradient and curvature drift terms of (1) 
Substituting this expression into (A8) gives precisely (A6). We have therefore shown that if we integrate the gradient and curvature drifts over a ux tube assuming a uniform, isotropic distribution of particles, we obtain the same expression for the average value of d =dt as was derived from the simpler thermodynamical arguments of Wolf 1983 ]. An exactly analogous argument also holds for the other velocity component d =dt.
Appendix B: Taylor Expansion
To simplify (17) 
The denominator of (17) Equation (22) assumes a relationship which can be proven analytically for some simple cases. The average y drift velocity of an individual particle between 0 and T is de ned by where (x 0 ; v 0 ) is the particle's position and velocity at time t = 0. We average this single particle's drift over an ensemble of particles de ned by the distribution function, f(E; P y ) = f 0 (E ? E 0 ) (P y ? P y0 ). The ensmble averaged y drift may then be described by 
where the @y=@y 0 term is equal to unity due to the y independence of the eld con guration. This step required that we revert back to the WP proof and assume no y dependence in E. We may integrate the denominator in a similar, even simpler, way to obtain
This equality indicates that integrating from 0 ! T the ensemble averaged velocity at a given y yields the same result as the ensemble averaged drift velocity for the same time interval. For our more general case which includes an electric eld, this analytical proof is less obvious. We rely on our numerical comparison to convince you that our calculated hv y i is properly interpreted as the average drift velocity of the ensemble.
Appendix D: Calculating Analytical Histograms
In section 6, analytical histograms of adiabatic particles as they drift were compared to numerically calculated histograms of test particles. In order to derive the analytical curves, we must determine a functional form for number density as a function of a particle's rst adiabatic invariant. Writing our distribution function in the form f(x; v; t = 0) = f 0 (E K ? E K0 ) (A y ? A y0 ) (D1) the number of particles may be obtained by integration:
We also know that dxdz = dA y ds B (D3)
We may further Jacobian transform the velocity differentials, so that
and (D2) becomes:
Taking the derivative with respect to , we obtain 4 A portion of our x dependent, two-dimensional magnetic eld model with initial particle distribution.
The magnetic eld is decribed by B = e x (B 0 sin(C z z)x + B n cos(C z z)ẑ). Test particle simulations were performed for both zero and nonzero values of E y0 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 27 5 Three types of particle motion that can exist in the Hilmer and Voigt 1987] eld. Shown here are typical particle trajectories in three-dimensional form and projected onto the x ? z and x ? y planes for B n =B 0 . Whether a particle trajectory is a) Speiser 1965 Speiser , 1967 The dashed lines indicate the analytic curves predicted by exact and adiabatic theory. The connected diamonds indicate the results of a numerical particle tracing program. For this run the initial particle distribution was changed, so that all particles are launched from the equatorial plane z = 0, y = 0 with random pitch angles. These results indicate the speed at which chaotic scattering has isotropized the particle distribution. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 41 Figure 1 . A transformation that can be used to rotate the di erentials, dxdz, to di erentials along and perpendicular to the magnetic eld lines, ds p dp ? where p denotes poloidal (in this case, in the meridian plane). The eld lines labeled A y bound particle motion. Particle guiding centers remain on the central eld line A y0 . E is not
shown. Figure 5. Three types of particle motion that can exist in the Hilmer and Voigt 1987] eld. Shown here are typical particle trajectories in three-dimensional form and projected onto the x ? z and x ? y planes for B n =B 0 .
Whether a particle trajectory is a) Speiser 1965 Speiser , 1967 Figure 7 . A portion of our x dependent 2 1/2-D magnetic eld model (described by (32)) with its initial particle distribution. The x ? z projection of this eld is our 2-D model. Test particle simulations were performed for both zero and nonzero values of E. Notice that the adiabatic approximation di ers from the exact value by less than 2%. with error bars indicating instantaneous particle y min and y max , b) Standard deviation according to adiabatic theory and simulated exact particle motion, and c) Di usion coe cient, D y . The slopes of the two lines in b reveal that non-adiabatic particles experience a slower di usion rate than adiabatic ones. dashed lines indicate the analytic curves predicted by exact and adiabatic theory. The connected diamonds indicate the results of a numerical particle tracing program. For this run the initial particle distribution was changed, so that all particles are launched from the equatorial plane z = 0, y = 0 with random pitch angles. These results indicate the speed at which chaotic scattering has isotropized the particle distribution. . This ratio grows to rather large values at about x = ?12 R E which would suggest that an ensemble of particles which obeys the adiabatic drift equations still su ers the consequences of a wall.
